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Looking for dark matter with experiments
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DM DM

SM SM

Indirect  
detection

IceCube, 
Super-K, …

Direct detection: LZ, XENON1T, …

Accelerators

ATLAS, 
DarkLight

If there is some interaction with the Standard Model, and the energy scale isn’t 
too high, → then we could we make it in the lab



Let’s build a very simple model….
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DM DM

SMSM

DM DM

SM SM

Some 
mediator

What is this?

Let’s make a 
simplified model by 

taking easiest 
possible answer

Practical 
consequences for our 

model depend on 
how strong the 

couplings are at these 
vertices

This mediator:  
dark boson (A’)



Signal is “resonance”: 
pairs of particles at 

mass of A’

Requires mA’ > 2 mDM

What does it look like in practice?
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Signal is “missing 
energy”: do not 

reconstruct the DM

A’

e+

e-

DM

DM A’

e+

e-

q/e/…

q/e/…

Experimentally: Can look for signs of DM production
Or look for the mediator particle

Mass (SM,SM)
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es Background

Resonance search

m = mA’

Signal



How are we looking for dark bosons?
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mboson

ε Strength of couplings

MeV GeV TeV

Easier

Harder

1e-2

1e-5

1e-8

Higher mass = 
more energy required to 

produce mediators

Smaller coupling = 
suppressed production 
and decays; mediator 

travels farther



A real example
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Classic dark photon

arXiv:2005.01515v3 (2020)

M
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 p
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n Resonance searches  
at colliders

Beam dumps,  
supernovae etc.

How much do we 
care about the 

uncovered space?

Visible decays dominate



Muon g-2
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Run !a/2⇡ [Hz] !̃
0
p/2⇡ [Hz] R0

µ ⇥ 1000
1a 229081.06(28) 61791871.2(7.1) 3.7073009(45)
1b 229081.40(24) 61791937.8(7.9) 3.7073024(38)
1c 229081.26(19) 61791845.4(7.7) 3.7073057(31)
1d 229081.23(16) 61792003.4(6.6) 3.7072957(26)
Run-1 3.7073003(17)

TABLE I. Run-1 group measurements of !a, !̃
0
p, and their

ratios R0
µ multiplied by 1000. See also Supplemental Mate-

rial [66].

COMPUTING aµ AND CONCLUSIONS

Table I lists the individual measurements of !a and
!̃
0
p, inclusive of all correction terms in Eq. 4, for the four

run groups, as well as their ratios, R0
µ (the latter multi-

plied by 1000). The measurements are largely uncorre-
lated because the run-group uncertainties are dominated
by the statistical uncertainty on !a. However, most sys-
tematic uncertainties for both !a and !̃

0
p measurements,

and hence for the ratios R0
µ, are fully correlated across

run groups. The net computed uncertainties (and cor-
rections) are listed in Table II. The fit of the four run-
group results has a �

2
/n.d.f. = 6.8/3, corresponding to

P (�2) = 7.8%; we consider the P (�2) to be a plausible
statistical outcome and not indicative of incorrectly esti-
mated uncertainties. The weighted-average value is R0

µ

= 0.0037073003(16)(6), where the first error is statistical
and the second is systematic [67]. From Eq. 2, we arrive
at a determination of the muon anomaly

aµ(FNAL) = 116 592 040(54)⇥ 10�11 (0.46 ppm),

where the statistical, systematic, and fundamental con-
stant uncertainties that are listed in Table II are com-
bined in quadrature. Our result di↵ers from the SM value
by 3.3� and agrees with the BNL E821 result. The com-
bined experimental (Exp) average[68] is

aµ(Exp) = 116 592 061(41)⇥ 10�11 (0.35 ppm).

The di↵erence, aµ(Exp)� aµ(SM) = (251± 59)⇥ 10�11,
has a significance of 4.2�. These results are displayed in
Fig. 4.

In summary, the findings here confirm the BNL exper-
imental result and the corresponding experimental aver-
age increases the significance of the discrepancy between
the measured and SM predicted aµ to 4.2�. This result
will further motivate the development of SM extensions,
including those having new couplings to leptons.

Following the Run-1 measurements, improvements to
the temperature in the experimental hall have led to
greater magnetic field and detector gain stability. An
upgrade to the kicker enables the incoming beam to be
stored in the center of the storage aperture, thus reducing
various beam dynamics e↵ects. These changes, amongst
others, will lead to higher precision in future publications.

Quantity Correction terms Uncertainty
(ppb) (ppb)

!
m
a (statistical) – 434

!
m
a (systematic) – 56

Ce 489 53
Cp 180 13
Cml -11 5
Cpa -158 75
fcalibh!0

p(x, y,�)⇥M(x, y,�)i – 56
Bk -27 37
Bq -17 92

µ
0
p(34.7

�)/µe – 10
mµ/me – 22
ge/2 – 0
Total systematic – 157
Total fundamental factors – 25
Totals 544 462

TABLE II. Values and uncertainties of the R0
µ correction

terms in Eq. 4, and uncertainties due to the constants in Eq. 2
for aµ. Positive Ci increase aµ and positive Bi decrease aµ.

FIG. 4. From top to bottom: experimental values of aµ

from BNL E821, this measurement, and the combined aver-
age. The inner tick marks indicate the statistical contribution
to the total uncertainties. The Muon g � 2 Theory Initiative
recommended value [13] for the standard model is also shown.
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 141801 (2021)

“Spin” of a muon in a magnetic field very 
precisely predicted

Measured value is significantly different

(magnetic field)

μ μ

γ Z

A’

New particle?



The “X17”
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Phys. Rev. D 95, 035017 (2017)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 042501 (2016) Phys. Rev. D 95, 035017 (2017)

If your new boson dislikes protons, this is workable

X17 
preferred



“Proto-phobic” limits around the X17
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Here, the other extreme:

X/A’ couples only to e

Grey = excluded

Open contours = 
projected limits 
from upcoming 

experiments/results

Not excluded herePhys. Rev. D 95, 035017 (2017)



Low-mass di-lepton resonances
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Incoming electron 
interacts with target and 

radiates a γ

e-

Nucleus

Photon can convert 
into an electron-

positron pair

e-

e+

e-

But if a new boson is in 
this energy range, e- 

could radiate that 
instead

A’

New boson could decay 
to dark matter, or back to 

e+e- pair

DarkLight experiment will 
look for this visible process

Need energetic e- …



The accelerator
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Installed to Date
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Installed to Date

9 / 34

The accelerator
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Cryomodules with 
radiofrequency 

cavities:  
Recall these are what 
actually accelerate the 

electrons

Installing first 
DarkLight beam test 

setup here!

This is the TRIUMF 
ARIEL electron 

linear accelerator

Electron gun here 
sends e- into the 

beam line

By this point, e- 
has 30 MeV 

energyBeam 
dump

To 
ARIEL
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Trig

Tracking

Experimental  
apparatus



What are we actually measuring?
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e+

e-

A’
e-

p Three particle 
final state

But these are the 
ones we care aboutSelect e+ with one 

spectrometer and e- 
with the other Look for coincidence: 

e+ and e- arrive 
simultaneously

Bump hunt!  
Look in invariant 

mass of e+ e- pair mA’?



Backgrounds
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mA’?

e+

e-

γ
e-

pIrreducible

e-

p

Reducible

Reducing background 
means:

1) Angles: balance spectrometer placement to  
maximise signal to background ratio

2) Timing resolution: make sure we don’t mix  
collisions in neighbouring bunches
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DarkLight exclusion reach
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‘2

mAÕ [MeV]

13@31 1000h
17@31 1000h
17@45 1000h
17@55 1000h10≠7

10≠6

10≠5

8 10 12 14 16 18 20

(gµ ≠ 2)-preferred

5th force (8Be)
NA64@ARIEL

Running the current 
accelerator with different 

target masses

Good overlap with g-2 but 
only in already-excluded 

regions

Can’t reach the 
X17 region

DarkLight@30 MeV is a proof-of-
principle experiment: figure out ARIEL 

running environment, detector …

If we could run at 55 
MeV, we could get 

this: most of 
uncovered X17 

parameter space

DarkLight@50 MeV can be done at 
ARIEL through upgrades to the 

accelerator!



The next phase: 50 MeV single-user mode
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Installed to Date

9 / 34

To 
ARIEL

Slowish e-

10 MeV e-

Recirculating 
beamline

30 MeV e-

30 MeV e-

← 50 MeV e-
DarkLight

With this setup, can provide 50 MeV 
beam to DarkLight or ARIEL, but not both



The long-term plan: 50 MeV parallel delivery
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Installed to Date

9 / 34

New cryomodule!

To 
ARIEL

Slowish e-

10 MeV e-

50 MeV e-

30 MeV e-

Decelerate and 
dump used beam

DarkLight

50 MeV e-

With this mode, deliver beam to ARIEL 
and DarkLight at the same time

And add new 
experiments in 

future!



Experimental timeline
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November 
2021 Install first test targets in ARIEL e-linac.

Spring-
Summer 2022

Install prototype spectrometers, measure 
backgrounds 

Spring 2023 Install full detector and begin commissioning

Fall 2023 1000 hours’ run-time at 30 MeV

Spring 2024 Install recirculating beam line

Fall 2024 Begin data collection at 45-50 MeV

Fall 2025 Install new cryomodule

Spring 2026 Take data at 50 MeV simultaneous with ARIEL



Getting started now!
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Come and join us??



Backup

22



Why ARIEL?

• Low energy, high intensity beam. 

• Energy not much above the production threshold is 
nice because it gives an opening angle that we can 
easily pick up with spectrometers 

• Peak intensity of 3 mA gives us plenty of instantaneous 
luminosity - don’t need to run forever 

• Finally, because the e-linac is available! No need to share 
beam time with any other targets until ~phase 2, at which 
point parasitic running will be an option 
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Are we sensitive to anything else?

• Given the e+e- selection, we are sensitive only to resonances 
at masses relatively close to the selected target mass 

• In general, lots of new physics models give resonances with 
this type of decay. E.g. doesn’t have to be spin 1 like the 
target model discussed. But sensitivity != motivation: a more 
complete question would be “what might isn’t yet excluded in 
this mass range that results in a dilepton final state.” And I am 
not sure! 

• What we do know: if we see something, there will be lots more 
study from a more complex detector required to determine 
what it actually is

24



25Phys. Dark Universe 9-10 (2015) 8-23

Was in intro after wordy slide



Why you need high energies for small scales
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Cell: width ~10-5 m

We can see an object with light as long as the object is 
~ the size of the wavelength or larger

Can probe with 
visible light

Atom: width ~ 10-10 m

Below ~10-7 m is 
outside visible light 

range

Use particle-wave 
duality:

λ =
h
p

Anastasiou, Baudis, Chiochia 
University of Sydney

Electron microscope!  
Accelerate electrons to 

~10-100 keV, see atoms!

p =
h

10−10
= 104eV

Nucleus?

Proton? 
… quarks?

p >
h

10−15
∼ 1 MeV

Need a 
particle 
collider!

http://edu.itp.phys.ethz.ch/hs10/ppp1/
http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/hienergy/index.php/Probing_the_Structure_of_Matter


Aren’t WIMPs basically excluded by direct 
detection?

• Reminder about WIMP models: make up relic density with a single 
particle, order GeV to TeV mass, couplings are order of weak scale.

27arXiv:1707.06277

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.06277.pdf


What does this plot tell us?

• Interpreted in a contact interaction (EFT) framework: 
applicable for these experiments but need to convert from 
other models to make a 1-to-1 equivalence 

• Different models have very different interactions (e.g. 
spin-dependent versus spin-independent) 

• Freeze-in and other wimp paradigms can give very 
different probable coupling ranges 

• Note that the neutrino floor is not a forbidden region, it’s a 
hard to search region.
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Freeze-in and freeze-out
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Usually think about freeze-in with WIMPs, but freeze-out 
and other interactions can give you exact same relic 

density with very different (smaller) couplings

Isabelle John

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/45733/contributions/198164/attachments/136842/170369/20201030_Doglioni_SECDarkMatter.pdf


When you said that model “really is simplified”…
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More dark sector particles Not s-channel couplings

Not a vector mediator No BSM mediator

2HDMa DM DM

SM SM

⌘t

s

d̄

�̄

t

Figure 13: Diagram 13
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g
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Figure 14: Diagram 14

7

(pseudo-)scalar

Higgs



When you said that model “really is simplified”…
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Not a WIMP

Diagram from C. Arina

λ: small 
coupling

mDM = fixed

log(λ)

PromptLLPs

Not prompt

Axions, asymmetric 
dark matter, sterile 

neutrinos, non-WIMP 
SUSY candidates

(Not a particle)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/871959/contributions/3711861/attachments/1974206/3285195/CArina_talk_tchannel.pdf


How does an energy recovery LINAC work?
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